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Find Relevant  
Data Faster
And Meet Compliance
Better!



M E T A D A T A  M A T T E R S

Contextual information about data can make the

data more useful and analysts more productive .

The best way to capture contextual information

is through metadata (data about data).

 

Using metadata , you can track what data exists ,

who owns it , and importantly , what is it used for . 

Analysts reinvent parts of the analysis by trying

different data assets .  

 

Data protection regulations are growing and

they restrict how you can use data assets . You

can capture privacy restrictions as part of

metadata . 

 

By providing your organization with the relevant

metadata , you can make them instantly

productive .

 

 

. 

 

Data scientists and analysts spend 20-25% of their  

time searching for the right data . Many companies

don 't have a central system to track what data

exists and who owns them . Even if analysts know

what data exists , often , finding the right data takes

significant time .

 

What data is used for what purpose holds critical

knowledge . People in an organization often carry

this information in their heads . Analysts uncover it

by asking around inside a company .

DATA DISCOVERY

In Chess, if data is the King,
Metadata is the Queen



'The what '  - Indexes data sources - structured , unstructured , and

semi-structured .

'The who '   - Analyzes who is accessing and sharing data .

Identifies usage patterns .

'The why '   - Collects and validates the most critical factor the

purpose behind data use .

We offer a unique approach to tackle data governance and data

discovery in a scalable way . Unlike other data mapping and

governance tools that focus on data inventory , PurposeGraph

focuses on data , its usage , and its purpose . We build deep

intelligence on how an organization uses data . We call it the

'Purpose Graph . '  Purpose Graph intelligently connects

PURPOSE GRAPH

METADATA +  INTELLIGENCE

Our solution helps you understand the data , uncover

data relationships , track how data is used , and

estimate risks associated with its use . We augment

process engineering with machine learning to collect

organizational knowledge on your enterprise data .



FASTER DISCOVERY

Find Relevant Data Faster
Often , contextual knowledge from previous analyses can help

data scientists to find the data assets faster . PurposeGraph

collects business objectives from previous analysis and uses

the intelligence to locate data faster
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Search for Data Based on Usecase
Instead of browsing through all the available data assets ,

analysts could search for data assets based on projects and

tags based on business use .

One-Stop Solution 
Often finding the data owner is hard within an organization .

Even if you find , requesting access can be an ad-hoc process .

PurposeGraph offers a one spot solution to discover and

request for data access .

Popular Data Assets
Analysts can improve their analysis by discovering other

interesting data assets that are related to a data asset . You

can discover the most used data assets , top use cases and

popular data joins .
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REDUCE PRIVACY RISKS

Identify and map risks across all data sources . Any given

time , privacy managers can see what data assets are used for

what purpose by who .

Enforce privacy policies by authoring rules on what data

sets can be used for what purpose .

Monitor emerging privacy risks. You can monitor and

prevent privacy risks before they emerge . Generate impact

assessments/DPIA and audit reports .
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TRACK CONTEXT ALONG
WITH DATA

Purpose Graph uses usage intelligence to

identify risks and enforces privacy policies . For

example , when a marketer wants to use Jane 's

and John 's email for a marketing campaign , our

platform compares the purpose behind data vs .

the intended use . The system identifies Jane 's

email can 't be used for marketing hence it

denies access to Jane 's data , preventing privacy

violations .

Privacy

Violation



UNLOCK YOUR DATA
Businesses are at a critical crossroads . You want to empower

employees with rich data to compete in today 's data-centric

marketplace . On the other hand , you face growing security

threats and stricter data protection regulations . Adding new

compliance processes is not a solution . It will limit data flow

and will hinder innovation . oneDPO can operationalize data

governance without hindering data flow .

Data Risks

Value
from
Data
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oneDPO
Privacy Engineering

Process Tools

oneDPO gives superpowers to privacy

managers to tackle real privacy risks !

Sign up for a demo at www .oneDPO .com

EASY INTEGRATION
OneDPO integrates with existing enterprise application and

services such as Active Directory , all major structured

databases , and semi-structured data sources (Hive , HBase ,

Presto). Our solution can be easily deployed on the cloud

(AWS , Azure , GCP) or on-premises . 


